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ABSTRACT

PSEUDOCAPACITIVE K0 .15 M11O2 BIRNESSITE NANOSHEETS FOR
ASYMMETRIC ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITORS
by
Matthew P Yeager
University of New Hampshire, December, 2012

The goal of this research was to explore the use of manganese
dioxide (Mn02) for incorporation into composite pseudocapacitor (PC) electrode
materials. Desired morphologies were explored and obtained to promote redox
activity with increased active surface areas while simultaneously reducing the
electron diffusion paths for rapid energy delivery. We report facile syntheses of a
two-dimensional MnC>2 material, which was fully characterized by electron
microscopy, XRD, EDS and thermogravimetric analyses. Electrode materials
were tested in both three-electrode and two-electrode cells. To further elucidate
the properties of the evolving valence states during discharge processes, an in
situ XANES cell was constructed, permitting for XANES analyses while
simultaneously applying external electrical potentials. These results suggested a
region of principal oxidation/reduction in order to optimize the operating voltage
ranges of a MnCVbased PC. The findings in this work will provide insight into the
development and implementation of practical and economical electrode materials
for pseudocapacitors.
xiv

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 ELECTROSTATIC CAPACITANCE
The current technological means for efficient and mobile electrical energy
storage leave a nominal void in the balance between mass- and volume-specific
energy storage and power capabilities [1.1 - 1.6]. Traditional capacitors possess
the ability to deliver energy efficiently at high rates (> 105 W/kg) and in rapid
intervals, yet suffer from an inability to store energy at quantities greater than 2 x
10'2 Wh/kg; whereas both primary and secondary batteries have superb energy
storage capabilities (10 - 100 Wh/kg), but have yet to achieve specific power
greater than 1 kW/kg [1.6]. A promising technological candidate to bridge this
competitive gap in the commercial realm is the electrochemical capacitor (Figure

3.6 ms
0.36 s
3.6

10 h

\ puo.

Specific energy (Wh kg"1)

Figure 1.1. A Ragone plot showing the nominal power and energy densities
offered by modern mobile energy storage technologies [1.6].
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The most versatile and commercially ubiquitous type of capacitor has
undoubtedly been the electrostatic capacitor, which employs a simple dual
metallic electrode configuration separated by a dielectric medium (Figure 1.2).
The robust nature of electrostatic capacitors is attributable to highly reversible
charge/discharge processes that are sustained purely via the conduction band of
the electrode interface, as opposed to less-reversible chemical or even physical
processes that are present in batteries and newer-generation capacitors.
Applications of electrostatic capacitors range from rapid power delivery and
minute energy storage to DC current filtration and signal coupling/decoupling
[ 1 .6 ].

Figure 1.2. Schematic exhibiting the spatial construction of a typical electrostatic
capacitor and the electric field, generated via a separation of charge, by which
the electrical energy is stored.

The property of a system’s capacitance, C, (not to be confused with
capacity, which is commonly used to denote the total charge storage capability in
a battery cell) is defined as the ratio of electrodic charge storage, Q, to the
subsequent potential difference, V, generated by this separation of charge (Eq
1.1) [1.7].

2

r _Q
~ V

1.1

Thus, the smaller the potential difference necessary to generate some
separation of charge (or conversely and equivalently, the greater the separation
of charge necessary to generate some potential difference), the greater the
capacitance. The SI unit of capacitance is the Farad (to honor the British scientist
Michael Farady), which is equivalent to one Coulomb of charge per one Volt of
potential difference, although electrostatic capacitors typically achieve nominal
capacitances on the order of pF to pF.
Electrostatic capacitors are considered “ideal” in the sense that the stored
charge, Q, is directly proportional to the potential difference, V, across the
electrodes during all operational processes (Figure 1.3). As such, the differential
capacitancemay be
term

defined (Eq.1.2), althoughfor electrostatic systems

isphysically equivalent asthe

integratedform and provides

this

nofurther

insight beyond Eq 1.1.
„
dQ
C = — = constant
aV

1.2

The empirical relationship between dielectric material, electrode surface
area (A) and dielectric thickness (d) was first described by Helmholtz in 1853
[ 1 -6 ]:

£r f o f
d

1.3

where e0 is the permittivty of a vacuum (8.854 x 10‘12 F/m) and sr is the relative
permittivity of the dielectric being used. From this observation it becomes

3

apparent that overall system capacitance is generally controlled and limited by
the choice of dielectric material: increasing A will indeed directly increase
capacitance, but not on an area-normalized basis (i.e. F/m2); and d should only
be dependent on the minimum dielectric thickness for charge separation (which
is inarguably a property of the dielectric material itself). Because of this
capacitive ideality inherent in electrostatic capacitors, more work has gone into
producing dielectric materials with a high permittivity and/or minimal thickness,
whereas electrode materials have remained relatively unchanged.
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Figure 1.3. Schematic of the four discrete stages of electrostatic capacitor operation. The electric field
generated and potential across the dielectric medium is linearly dependent on the charge stored within the
opposing electrodes, which subsequently produces a voltage-independent capacitance for the
electrostatic system.

1.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITIVE THEORY
Helmholtz discovered that significant capacitive enhancement could be
produced by substituting an electrolytic solution for the solid-state dielectric in a
capacitor system [1.6]. The improvement of charge storage was fundamentally
the consequence of drastically decreasing the dielectric length (d in Eq. 1.3),
which was a function of the separation distance between the electrode and the
oppositely-charged electrolytic ions forming at the electrode interface (Figure 1.4).
This decrease was significant, as the charge separation could now be reduced
down to the order of 10'9 to 10"1° m, versus 10'3 m for electrostatic capacitors and
10"6 to 10'7 m for electrolytic capacitors [1.2, 1.4]. Furthermore, because the
opposing electrodes each elicited their own surface formation of electrolytic ions,
the overall system effectively became a pair of capacitors in series and the name
electrical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) became nomenclature.
A quick calculation shows how much capacitive enhancement could be
afforded by the electrolyte dielectric. Double-layer formation commonly generates
approximately 10 - 40 pF per square centimeter of electrode surface area [1.2,
1.4, 1.8] and high surface area, carbonaceous materials (a very common
electrode component in EDLCs) can achieve specific surface areas of ~ 103 m2/g.
Assuming a conservative 10 pF/cm2, the single electrode capacitance of a 1,000m2/g carbon-based material comes out to 100 F/g. Calculating the overall
capacitance of a two-electrode EDLC (i.e. via series capacitance):

6

1

_ 1 | 1

C T o ta l

Cl

1.4

C2

1.5
T otal

results in half the capacitance and a doubling of total mass for CTotai = 25 F/g.
Compared to electrostatic capacitors, which operate within the pF to pF range,
this enhancement is quite significant!
Commercialization of EDLCs has produced a relatively successful niche
market since the first patented symmetric EDLC in 1966 by the Standard Oil
Company of Ohio, which utilized a very simple dual carbon-based electrode
system with an organic electrolyte [1.9]. Potential and realized applications of
EDLCs have been very specific, including: the capture and reuse of energy from
repetitive motion operations (i.e. elevator operation, automotive breaking, lift and
release of cargo cranes); backup and power bridging in the utilities sector for
load-leveling and quality power delivery; coupling with power-limited energy
technologies (e.g., rechargeable batteries) to enhance their lifetime, reduce
system weight and increase efficiency [1.2 1.3, 1.4, 1.10]. The greatest single
application has undoubtedly been for memory protection in electronic circuitry,
which seen market growth to approximately $200 million annually [1.3], and the
prospect of introducing electrochemical capacitors to hybrid electric vehicle
technology as part of a highly-efficient kinetic energy recovery system has seen
immense research attention in the last decade [1.10].
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Figure 1.4. Left: Uncharged state of a purely electrical-double layer capacitor (EDLC); middle:
charging of the EDLC with the subsequent charge separation occurring at the electrode/electrolyte
interface; right: fully charge EDLC with double layer formation, in which the overall system is
equivalent to a pair of capacitors in series and the effective dielectric length has been substantially
V 10
shortened down to approximately 10'9 to 10'1
Um.

1.3 PSEDUOCAPACITANCE
To further increase system capacitance beyond the limit of EDLCs, recent
focus has shifted from simple double-layer capacitance to the study of
pseudocapacitive phenomena. As with electrostatic capacitors, EDLCs abide to a
linear charge-to-voltage relationship: that is, increasing (or decreasing) the
potential difference between the two electrodes will result in a commensurate
increase (or decrease) of charge stored across the system (see Figure 1.3). Thus,
the charge-to-voltage ratio (i.e. the capacitance) is invariant for these strictly
double-layer systems.
Pseudocapacitance arises when the applied potential field is great enough
to elicit electrode oxidation or reduction (i.e. Faradaic) processes, which is
accompanied with the simultaneous intercalation or de-intercalation of electrolytic
ions into the electrode lattice to maintain local electroneutrality. The advantage to
pseduocapacitance,

and

how

this

potential-dependent

charge

storage

mechanism increases capacitance, may be understood from simplified electrode
charging/discharging mechanisms of both EDLCs and pseudocapacitors.
Suppose an EDLC is charged and discharged at some constant timedependent voltage rate, v =

(Figure 1.3). At one electrode of an EDLC

(and this mechanism is similar for an electrostatic capacitor), the current
response during this cycling is characteristically linear due to the voltageindependent nature of this capacitance (Figure 1.5). A voltage-dependent
capacitance (Eq. 1.6), however, may be calculated from the integral of the
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measured current response in this experiment, / (Eq. 1.7). Indeed, expanding the
operating voltage window will increase the integral of current response (i.e. the
cumulative amount of transferred charge), and changing the scanning rate, v, will
linearly alter the current response,

/, but since the voltage-dependent

capacitance is effectively normalized by (Vf - F0)v, neither approach would result
in a change of measured capacitance.

Figure 1.5. The typical current response measured from an EDLC electrode
during constant voltage-scanning processes. The linear current response is
characteristic of voltage-independent capacitive activities, and as such any
changes in the operating voltage range or scanning rate are incapable of
changing overall system capacitance.

1.6

1.7

Instead, increasing the overall electrochemical system capacitance would
require some voltage-dependent current activity. During pseudocapacitive
processes, when the externally applied potential is sufficiently great enough the
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electrode undergoes redox processes, which thereby increases the current
response (Figures 1.7, 1.8). This enhanced charge transfer is in addition to the
already present double-layer formation, and as such the electrode properties that
generate high levels of EDL capacitance (e.g., high surface area, optimal pore
size, etc...) are similarly desirable for pseudocapacitors [1.4]. There are two
categories of materials that have demonstrated auspiciously active and stable
pseudocapacitive properties: (i) transition metal oxides [1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.10, 1.15];
and (ii) conducting polymers [1.6, 1.8, 1.35, 1.49]. These materials are often
implemented in conjunction with each other as each possess various strengths or
disadvantages, namely: the superb electrical conductivity and vast realm of
possible monomer constituents for polymers; and the various morphologies, high
electrochromic activity and decent mass-specific Coulombic efficiency present in
transition metal oxides [1.10, 1.15, 1.35, 1.49].

PC
EDL

EDL

I
EDL

EDL_ —

—

/

PC
Figure 1.6. A simplified current response measured from a pseudocapacitive
electrode during constant voltage-scanning processes. The pseudocapacitance
(PC; green) is derived from voltage-dependent charge transfer processes that
accompany and enhance normal electrical double-layer (EDL; blue) capacitance,
as seen by the increase in current response.
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Figure 1.7. Simplified schematic of cathodic processes of a pseudocapacitive
electrode during charging (top) and discharging (bottom) processes. The
oxidation (charging) and subsequent reduction (discharging) of the
pseudocapacitor increases charge transfer and therefore capacitance. Note the
electrolytic separation at electrode surface, which maintains electroneutrality
during redox processes and contributes to energy storage via EDL capacitance.
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1.4 MANGANESE OXIDE-BASED PSEUDOCAPACITORS
1.4.1 HISTORY
Among

the

collection

of

promising

metal

oxide

candidates

for

pseudocapacitor applications, manganese oxides (MnOx: MnO, Mn20 3, Mn30 4,
M n02) have become of intensive research focus due to their auspicious redox
activity, exceptionally low cost, natural abundance, nontoxicity and environmental
benignness [1.11, 1.12, 1.13, 1.14, 1.49]. The implementation of M n02 in
electrochemical

cells dates

back to

1866 with

electrochemist Georges

Leclanche’s invention of the eponymous Leclanche cell: a prototypical Zn/Mn02
(anode/cathode)

alkaline

battery

cell

[1.12].

Tremendous

research

and

commercial success has since been achieved for M n02-based battery cells,
particularly in the rapid development of lithium-ion batteries [1.12]; however,
evidence for potential capacitor applications of electrochemically-reversible
Mn02-based materials had not been reported until 1999 by Lee and Goodenough
[1.15, 1.16]. In that study, a hydrous amorphous-Mn02 material attained a thenunprecedented specific capacitance of 200 F/g in a mild aqueous KCI electrolyte.
1.4.2 ADVANTAGES
An attractive feature of M n02 has been the broad array of intriguing
morphologies available for investigation, which has subsequently generated
much speculation as to a preferred orientation for capacitive optimization. The
geometric basis for all possible M n02 morphologies consists of an octahedral
[MnOe] unit with shared vertices and edges, by which various stacking schemes
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can produce one-, two- or three-dimensional structures [1.11, 1.12, 1.17], One
dimensional tunnel structures are classified by the number of octahedral subunits
( n x m), including: pyrolusite ((3-Mn02; 1 x 1 ) , ramsdellite (y-Mn02; 1 x 2), and
hollandite (a-Mn02; 2 x 2 ) (see Figure 1.8) [1.12, 1.18, 1.19, 1.20]. The sole twodimensional M n02 group, birnessite (5-Mn02; 1 x oo), possesses a lamellar
structure with a large interlayer spacing ranging from 5.5 to 10.0 A, attributable to
intercalated cations or water molecules (see Figure 1.9) [1.11, 1.12]; and the
likewise singular, three-dimensional group is spinel M n02 (A-iM n02) (see Figure
1.10) [1.11, 1.12],
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.8. (a) pyrolusite (P-Mn02; 1 x 1 ) ; (b) ramsdellite (y-Mn02; 1 x 2); and
(c) hollandite (a-Mn02; 2 x 2 ) geometries [1.18].
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Figure 1.9. Birnessite (S-MnCV, 1 x oo) geometry [1.18].

Figure 1.10. Spinel MnC>2 (A-Mn02) [1.18].

In addition to capacitive enhancement, these various crystallographic
structures have inspired endeavors to utilize MnC>2 as an organic catalyst [1.21],
molecular sieve [1.22] and electrode material in galvanic cells [1.19]. However,
the mechanisms by which capacitance (or more specifically, pseudocapacitance)
arise and can be optimized vary greatly from the underlying principles of these
aforementioned applications. A requisite process to enable pseudocapacitance to
effectively increase the overall system capacitance beyond the EDL contribution

is the lattice intercalation/de-intercalation of electrolytic ions into the redox-active
materials, a process by which electrodic electroneutrality is maintained. As such,
it is expected, and has been indubitably shown, that the choice of Mn0 2
crystallographic structure is critical for maximizing pseduocapacitance on the
basis of: (1) catering the tunnel/pore size(s) to the system electrolyte; (2)
reducing ionic diffusion length; (3) increasing redox-active surface area; and (4)
reducing electronic diffusion length within the crystal lattice [1.11, 1.12, 1.8, 1.23,
1.24]. Another essential facet to MnC>2 electrode design is material robustness,
and the relationship between MnC>2 morphology and electrochemical stability is
generally unintuitive and typically necessitates empirical determination [1.49].
Perhaps

the

most

significant

factor

of

crystalline

effect

on

pseudocapacitance is the tunnel/pore size, as impediments to intercalation/deintercalaction processes have been shown to strongly preclude the desired
capacitive enhancement [1.25]. Brousse et al. were the first to propose and
elucidate this phenomenon for Mn02 systems [1.25]: MnC>2 structures with
generally larger tunnel/pore sizes (e.g., a-, 5-, and A-Mn02) favored the storage
of alkaline cations (e.g., Na+, K+, Li+) and subsequently exhibited higher
capacitance; whereas structures with narrow tunnel/pore sizes (e.g., (3- and yMn0 2 ) were definitively unsuitable for cationic storage and possessed lower
capacitance (see Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3) [1.18, 1.25, 1.26, 1.27].
/

Given the dependence of electrochemical storage on the solid-state
diffusion distance (i.e. ionic diffusion length) during intercalation/de-intercalation
processes,

reducing

the

requisite
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diffusion

distance

between

the

electrode/electrolyte would appreciably increase the efficiency of M n02-based
systems [1.12]. This is frequently achieved within the realm of nanoelectronics
through the synthesis and implementation of two-dimensional metal oxide
materials, which possess a promising balance between exposed surface area
and minimal ionic diffusion length [1.43, 1.50, 1.51]. Given these considerations
(i.e. the effects of tunnel/pore size, ionic/electronic diffusion length, and available
surface area), the birnessite (S-MnOa) morphology has become a strong
candidate for pseudocapacitor materials.

Table 1.1. Effect of MnQ2 morphology of half-cell specific capacitance [1.25].
Scan Rate
Structure Surface Area Specific Capacitance
Electrolyte
(mV/s)
(m2/g)
(F/g)
a-Mn02 8
125
5
0.1 M K2S 0 4
1
5
5
(3-Mn02
0.1 M K2S 0 4
5
y-Mn02 41
30
0.1 M K2S 0 4
110
5
0.1 M K2S 0 4
6-Mn02 17
A-Mn02 35
70
5
0.1 M K2S 04

Table 1.2. Tunnel type and size for various MnQ2 morphologies.
Mn02 Crystalline
Tunnel Type (octahedral
Tunnel Size
unit geometry)
Structure
(A )
a-Mn02
2x2
4.6
1x1
p-Mn02
1.89
2.3
y-Mn02
1x 2
6-Mn02
1 x oo (interlayer distance) 7.1

Reference
1.53
1.54
1.53
1.55

Table 1.3. Crystal and aqueous radius of alkali cations common for
pseudocapacitor electrolyes [1.56],__________________________
Crystal Radius
Radius in Aqueous Solution
Alkali Cation
(A)
(A)
3
K+
1.33
4
Na+
0.95
Li+
6
0.6
9
H+
-
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1.4.3 CRITICAL SHORTCOMINGS OF 5-M n02
There are intrinsic weaknesses of 5-Mn02 that have hindered its realistic
implementation into functioning pseudocapacitor cells and that are addressed
within this study. These shortcoming are both critical and ubiquitously reported
and include: (1) very poor electrical conductivity, on the scale of ~ 105 Q cm for
micrometer-thick layered M n02 [1.28]; and (2) well documented active material
instabilities during electrochemical cycling that occur predominantly via an
electrolytic dissolution [1.11, 1.29, 1.30, 1.31, 1.32] and are believed to originate
from volumetric changes in the metal oxide lattice during potential cycling [1.33].
To address these dual shortcomings, an increasingly popular approach
has been the incorporation of polymer binders into the redox-active materials.
Whereas polytetrafluoroethylene was once the binder of choice (~1024 Q cm),
more advanced polymers (i.e. polythiophene, polypyrrole, polyaniline and their
derivatives) offer both enhanced mechanical stability and plasticity while
simultaneously increasing overall electrical conductivity of the 6-M n02-polymer
composite material [1.34, 1.35, 1.36, 1.37]. Polythiophene (PTh) and its
derivatives have been of particular interest due to their excellent electronic
conductivity and chemical stability and moderate mechanical flexibility [1.38].
However, the anomalously low electrochemical energy storage density of PThs
has confined any potential applications to the realm of energy dense metal oxidebased PCs [1.35].
Another drawback of

M n02 materials,

and

in particular 5-Mn02

nanostructures, is the complexity of synthetic means and fabrication into PC
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systems. The most common synthetic approach for layered MnC>2 nanostructures
is via exfoliation [1.39 - 1.48], which involves the protonation of bulk MnC>2 or
manganite precursors in the presence of a variety of intercalators (typically
dodecyl sulfate ions and quaternary ammonium salts). Intercalators and/or water
molecules introduce electrostatic repulsion to the bulk Mn precursors, which
subsequently facilitates the formation

of finely

layered

Mn0 2

with

its

characteristically large interlayer spacing. However, common exfoliation methods
require high temperatures and daylong reaction times or longer, and are
furthermore unable to yield large uniform layered structures without a wide
thickness distribution.
1.5 STUDY OBJETIVES
Given the considerations toward morphology-controlled capacitance (i.e.
tunnel/pore sizing, specific surface area, and ionic diffusion lengths) and the
current status of synthetically complex means for layered MnC>2 , it was the goal
of this study to develop the facile synthesis of a 5-MnC>2 product that would still
retain its competitive electrochemical properties (i.e. capacitance) and overall
durability. The as-made product was fully characterized, both structurally and
electrochemically, and subjected to long-term charge/discharge trials to provide
comprehensive insight into its practical utility and potential implementation into
pseudocapacitor systems.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 SYNTHESIS OF BIRNESSITE MnOz COMPLEXES
The synthesis of birnessite 5-Mn02, with the eventually determined
empirical formula of K0i 5 MnO2 0.43H2O, was conducted via a drop-casting co
precipitation reaction at room temperature after numerous synthetic attempts and
method refinements were performed (see Table 2.1 for a chronological
development). A 500 mL round-bottom flask was initially filled with 150 mL of
0.178 M KOH and magnetically stirred in an open-air environment. A computer
operated New Era NE 500 syringe pump (New Era Syringe Pumps, Inc.) was
used to infuse a solution of 0.14 M MnCl2-4H20 into the alkaline batch solution
from a sterile 20 mL plastic syringe at a rate of 1/3 mL/min. During the 1-minute
injection period of the Mn(ll) precursor, the batch solution formed a light brown
color and was stirred after for an additional 60 minutes at room temperature.
The entire reaction batch was then centrifuged and the resulting dark
brown/black precipitate was washed and re-dissolved in deionized (Dl) H2 O. Two
more centrifugation periods with intermittent Dl H20 rinsing and re-dissolutions
were performed, followed by a final rinsing and re-dissolution with ethanol and
centrifugation. Succeeding the final wash, the manganese product was vacuumdried overnight at room temperature. The dried product pellet was then
thoroughly ground in a mortar to ensure a sufficient re-dissolution in water or
ethanol solvents as necessary.
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Table 2.1. Attempted synthetic trials en route to developing a facile and reliable synthesis of pseudocapacitive, 2dimenional Mn0 2 sheets.
Batch
Precursors

Solvent

Reaction
Type

Reaction
Temperature

Treatment

Notes

Product

MnCI2-4H20
KOH

EG

Polyol

160 °C

205 °C
Calcination

Loaded onto
active carbon

Negligible
product

MnCI2-4H20
KOH

EG

Polyol

160 °C

205 °C
Calcination

No further
treatment

Bulk
amorphous

MnCI2-4H20

H20

Co
precipitation

Room
Temperature

None

Faceted
octahedral

KOH

h 2o

Co
precipitation

Room
Temperature

None

KOH Injection
(20 min @ 1 mL
/ min)
MnCI2 Injection
(20 min @ 1 mL
/ min)

KOH

h 2o

Co
precipitation

Room
Temperature

None

MnCI2 Injection
(10 min @ 1 mL
/ min)

Dense,
Thick 2D
Layers

KOH

h 2o

Co
precipitation

Room
Temperature

None

MnCI2 Injection
(10 min @ 0.33
mL / min)

Sparse,
Thick 2D
Layers

KOH

h 2o

Co
precipitation

Room
Temperature

205 °C
Calcination

MnCI2 Injection
(1 min @ 0.33
mL / min)

Thinly Rolled
2D Rods

KOH

h 2o

Co
precipitation

Room
Temperature

None

MnCI2 Injection
(1 min @ 0.33
mL / min)

Sparse,
Thing 2D
Layers

Dense,
Thick 2D
Layers

2.2 STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
2.2.1 ELECTRON MICOSCOPY
2.2.1.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION
All electron microscopy samples were prepared in a highly dilute ethanol
solution

containing

re-dissolved

5-Mn02 taken

from

a

stock

supply.

Approximately 10 pL of the ethanol solution was then drop-casted onto carbonsupported microscope slides. There were two types of slides used independently
or concurrently throughout the study, with their use being dictated by the nature
of the image and material being investigated: (i) 200 mesh copper grids with a
Formvar/Carbon support film (Ted Pella, Inc.); or (ii) 300 mesh copper grids with
a Lacey Formvar/Carbon support film (Ted Pella, Inc.).
2.2.1.2 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
All

low-resolution

(<

80,000x

magnification)

transmission

electron

microscopy imaging was conducted on a Zeiss/LEO 922 Omega transmission
electron microscope (TEM) at the University Instrumentation Center at the
University of New Hampshire (Durham, NH). The accelerating voltage of the
TEM was 120 kV.
2.2.1.3 HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
High-resolution transmission

electron

microscopy

(HRTEM) of the

Ko.isMnOa nanosheet material was conducted on a JEOL-2100F microscope
operating with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV at the Center for Functional
Nanomaterials at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, NY).
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2.2.1.4 SCANNING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) was conducted on an aberration-corrected Hitachi HD
2700C equipped with a modified Gatan Enfina ER spectrometer with an electron
probe size of 1.3

A

and a probe current of ~ 100 pA. All STEM imaging was

conducted at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (Upton, NY).
2.2.2 X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPECTROSCOPY
X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) spectra for the hydrous K0.i5 MnC>2
nanosheets were obtained at beam line X7B at the National Synchrotron Light
Source at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, NY). The powdered
samples were loaded inside quartz capillary tubes (I.D. = 0.5 mm), which were
rotated during the XRD measurements (A = 0.3196

A)

to obtain a preferred

orientation (Figure 2.1). A Perkin-Elmer image plate detector (Figure 2.2) was
used to collect the two-dimensional powder pattern and a FIT2D code [2.1] was
used to integrate the powder rings.
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Figure 2.1. Placement and orientation of the quartz capillary tube sample holder
at beam line X7B at the National Synchrotron Light Source at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (Upton, NY). The capillary tubes were rotated prior to
analyses to accomplish a preferred orientation with respect to the incident X-ray
signal.

V
Diffracted
X-Ray Signal

\

Tw o-D im ensional
Image Plate Detector

Figure 2.2. The Perkin-Elmer image plate detector used to record the
downstream diffraction pattern from XRD analyses.
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2.2.3 ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTROSCOPY
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was conducted on an Amray
3300FE field emission SEM with an accompanying PGT Imix-PC microanalysis
system. EDS samples were prepared on copper mesh electron microscopy slides
in accordance with §2.2.1.1. These analyses were conducted at the University
Instrumentation Center at the University of New Hampshire (Durham, NH).
2.2.4 THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSES
Thermogravimetric analyses were conducted on a Mettler Toledo
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA) / Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) 1
within a nitrogen environment. Approximately 5 - 10 mg of the as-made hydrous
5-Mn02 was placed in an alumina crucible and a temperature increase was
applied at rate of 5 °C/min from 20 °C to 110 °C in a nitrogen environment. The
temperature was held at 110 °C for an hour, during which the weight change and
heat flux were simultaneously measured to determine the surface adsorbed
water content. A temperature increase rate of 5 °C/min was thereafter applied to
increase the temperature from 110 °C to 400 °C, after which the temperature was
held constant at 400 °C for 2 hours to determine the structural (i.e. intercalated)
water content. These analyses were conducted in the lab of Dr. Jillian Goldfarb in
the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of New Hampshire
(Durham, NH).
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2.3 HALF-CELL ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSES
2.3.1 HALF-CELL APPARATUS
Half-cell electrochemical analyses were conducted in a three-electrode
system that comprised: (i) an axisymmetric glassy carbon rotating disk electrode
(RDE) as the working electrode, consistently operated at 1000 rpm during all
electrochemical analyses; (ii) a Ag/AgCI reference electrode (1 M KCI); (iii) a
platinum wire counter electrode that was used throughout the entire study during
each analysis; and (iv) 50 mL of a 0.1 M Na2 S0 4 argon-purged electrolytic
solution (see Figure 2.3). The RDE was powered by a Pine Instruments, Inc.,
module (Model AFMSRCE) and had a 5-mm diameter glassy carbon electrode
surface enclosed in a Teflon casing (Pine Instruments, Inc.; Model AFE3T050GC)
with a 6-inch stainless steel shaft (Pine Instruments, Inc.; Model AFE3M). A
single-channel CHI 660C Electrochemical Workstation (CH Instruments) was
used as the analytical power module, which was operated and controlled via the
accompanying CHI 660C Electroworkstation Analyzer software (CH Instruments)
to perform cyclic voltammetric (see §2.3.2), chronopotentiometic (see §2.3.3),
and chronoamperometic (see §2.5.2) operations.
The hydrous 5-Mn02 nanosheet materials were adhered to the glassy
carbon working electrode by solvating the necessary components (5-Mn02,
carbon black, and/or 3,4-poly(ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT; a conductive
polymer binder) in an ethanol solution and drop casting the material onto the
glassy carbon surface. The resulting working electrode loadings were (if present):
5 pg 5-Mn02, 1.25 pg carbon black, and 1.25 pg PEDOT.
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Figure 2.3. Three-electrode half-cell configuration used for all cyclic voltammetric
and chronopotentiometric analyses. The electrode components included: (i) a
glassy carbon working electrode; (ii) a platinum wire counter electrode; and (iii) a
Ag/AgCI reference electrode. The electrolytic solution was 50 mL of 0.1 M
Na2S04 and analyses were conducted in a 100-mL round bottom flask.
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2.3.2 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY
Cyclic voltammetric (CV) analyses were conducted with lower- and upperlimit potentials of 0 V and 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCI), respectively, in accordance with
previously reported results of this optimal operating potential range [2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2.4]. Scanning potential rates varied incrementally during the analyses, with
capacitance values calculated using data obtained from 1,2, 10, 20, 50, 100 and
200 mV/s trials. All data used in the calculations were acquired after 5 initial CV
cycles, permitting for sufficient electrolyte lattice intercalaction/de-intercalation
and electrode stabilization. See §A.1.1 for a concise derivation of calculating
electrochemical capacitance from CV analyses.
2.3.3 CHRONOPOTENTIOMETRY
Chronopotentiometric (CP) analyses were similarly conducted with lowerand upper-limit potentials of 0 V and 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCI), respectively, at current
densities of 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 and 10 A/g. All data used in the calculations
were similarly acquired after 5 cycles. See §A.1.2 for a concise derivation of
calculating electrochemical capacitance from CP analyses.

2.4 FULL-CELL ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSES
2.4.1 FULL-CELL FABRICATION
Anodically- and cathodically-loaded asymmetric full-cells were constructed
and subjected to long-tern galvanostatic charge/discharge and self-discharge
analyses to determine realistic cell performance, durability and efficiency. The
cells were fabricated from two hermetically sealed exterior shell casings (2.0 cm
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(OD) x 2.5 cm (depth)) that enclosed a two-electrode pseudocapacitor system
within a 1.0 M Na2 S0 4 electrolytic solution (Figure 2.4). The electrode supports
consisted of 1.5 cm (diameter) Toray Carbon Paper (40% wet proofing, E-Tek,
Inc.), which were separated by a polyprolyene membrane (Whatman, 0.45 pm
pore size). Nonwoven porous cloths were placed between the hydrophobic
electrodes and polyproplyne filter membrane, which permitted for ample
electrolyte wetting and facile cell fabrication.
For the asymmetric cell assembly, the birnessite material was loaded onto
the respective carbon paper anode/cathode with approximately 6.0 mg 6-M n02
and 2.0 mg PEDOT, and the opposing carbon paper cathode/anode (respectively)
loaded with approximately 15.0 mg PEDOT. The symmetric control cells were
constructed from carbon paper anodic/cathodic electrodes each loaded with
approximately 6.0 mg PEDOT. The carbon paper loading was conducted by
solvating the electrode material in ethanol and drop-casting the solution onto the
carbon paper in 200-pL aliquots. After each application, the carbon electrodes
were placed in a heated vacuum drier at 40° C for approximately 20 minutes.
After the last application, the carbon electrodes were permitted to dry overnight in
the vacuum before being massed.
Electrochemical

analyses

and

performance

testing

of

the

pseudocapacitive full-cells were conducted on an eight-channel MTI Battery
Analyzer (MTI Corporation). The two principal means of investigation were long
term galvanostatic (i.e. constant current) charge/discharge trials (§2.4.2) and
self-discharge testing (§2.4.3).
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P-coated carbon
paper electrode
Stainless steel spacers

W etting cloths
Nickel foam

Outer shell casing
w ith O-ring
Stainless steel springs

Polypropylene
separator

Outer shell casing

MP-coated carbon
paper electrode
Figure 2.4. Layered schematic of the asymmetric capacitor full-cell design. The
components participating in electrochemical energy storage included the active
(MP-coated) and non-active (P-coated) carbon paper electrodes, which were
separated by a polypropylene membrane and a pair of wetting cloths. A nickel
foam was used to ensure sufficient electrical conductivity at the active electrode
side, and a pair of stainless steel spacers and springs were inserted at the non
active electrode side to ensure proper cell component fitting. Two nickel outer
shell casings sealed the capacitor system together within a 1.0 M Na2S04
electrolytic solution.
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2.4.2 LONG TERM GALVANOSTATIC CYCLING
Galvanostatic cycling was performed between 0 V and 1.2 V for 1,000
cycles at various absolute (1.4 to 4.2 mA) and gravimetric (175 to 860 mA g~1)
currents.
2.4.3 SELF-DISCHARGE ANALYSES
Self-discharge testing was performed by galvanostatically charging the
cathodic K0.i 5 MnO2 full-cell to 1.2 V and holding the cell idle (i.e. removing the
cell from any external electrical circuit or other influence) for a 24-hour period,
during which the cell potential decay was measured to determine the charge
retention ability of the pseudocapacitive materials.

2.5 IN SITU XANES ANALYSES
In situ X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopic (XANES)
analyses were conducted at beam line X19A at the National Synchrotron Light
Source at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, NY) to determine
valences changes in the presence of an externally applied voltage, analogous to
normal pseudocapacitor processes. The operating storage energy of the ring was
2.5 GeV with a current between 300 mA and 150 mA.
2.5.1 IN SITU CELL FABRICATION
A three-electrode in situ XANES cell was constructed of Plexiglas per
blueprints from a recent study by Sasaki et al. (2010) [2.6] (see Figures 2.5, 2.6,
2.7). The primary components of the cell casing both unique and imperative for in
situ analyses were the upstream and downstream windows, permitting for
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transmission analyses, and a side window for fluorescence analyses. The threeelectrode half-cell was also anchored to the cell casing at a 45° angle to the
incident X-ray (see Figure 2.5), which permitted for the fluorescence analyses
through the aforementioned void in the side of the Plexiglas unit.
The three-electrode half-cell comprised: (i) a counter electrode (CE) and (ii)
a working electrode (WE), both composed of a 3.5-cm diameter hydrophobic
carbon paper (Toray Carbon Paper, 40% PTFE wet proofing, E-Tek, Inc.); and (iii)
a MI-402 Ag/AgCI reference microelectrode (3 M KCI, Microelectrodes, Inc.)
inserted through an upper port in the cell. The WE was coated with 30 - 40 mg of
an ethanol-based ink containing a pseudocapacitive composite material of
approximately 20% Ko.i5 Mn0 2, 75% carbon black and 5% PTFE. The WE and
CE were separated by two 3.5-cm PTFE rings and a nonwoven porous cloth. The
electrochemical circuit was supported via two platinum foil contact strips in
separate contact with the WE and CE, and carbon textile cloth was placed over
the WE platinum foil contact strip to ensure sufficient electrical contact. All in situ
analyses were conducted in a 1.0 M Na2 SC>4 electrolyte.
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Figure 2.5. Placement of the three-electrode in situ half-cell for XANES analyses
at beam line X19A at the National Synchrotron Light Sources at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (Upton, NY). Ports drilled into the ceiling of the exterior
Plexiglas casing permitted for insertion of the working and counter electrode
components and a Ag/AgCI reference microelectrode. The 45° angle of the half
cell permitted for both transmission and fluorescence analyses, the latter of
which could be recorded through the large window parallel to the incident X-ray
path.
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w ith composite
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pt (contact
/
for WE)

Incident
X-ray

Pt (contact
for CE)

Separator

Carbon cloth
(contact for WE)

Figure 2.6. Layered schematic of the in situ XANES half-cell. From right to left:
the incident X-ray penetrated a carbon textile cloth in contact with the working
electrode (WE) and a platinum foil contact strip; the WE comprised a
hydrophobic carbon paper (Toray Carbon Paper; 40% PTFE wet proofing; E-Tek,
Inc.) with approximately 30 - 40 mg of a pseudocapacitive material ink; a series
of PTFE spacers with a nonwoven porous cloth separator maintained adequate
spatial separation to prevent circuit shorting; the counter electrode (CE) was
comprised solely of a hydrophobic carbon paper (identical to the WE without the
composite ink); and an opposing platinum foil contact strip completed the
electrochemical circuit.
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Figure 2.7. Side view schematic of the in situ XANES three-electrode half-cell.
Components were oriented to permit for a relatively unobstructed X-ray
transmission path ( I t ), and the working electrode was placed upstream with
regard to the incident X-ray ( l 0) to promote a strong fluorescence signal ( I f ) .
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2.5.2 IN SITU ANALYSES PROTOCOL

The aforementioned in situ XANES half-cell was first calibrated by
mounting a pure manganese foil sample between the transmission and reference
ionization chambers. The in situ half-cell was placed on a motorized stage, which
allowed the cell to be translated along the plane normal to the beam line while
simultaneous transmission and/or fluorescence analyses were performed. This
enabled an optimal transmission and/or fluorescence signal to be achieved with
respect to the half-cell placement.
Prior to in situ XANES analyses, the assembled three-electrode cell was
subjected to 10 cyclic voltammetric cycles at 100 mV/s between 0 V and 0.9 V
(vs. Ag/AgCI) to ensure sufficient aqueous ion contact and/or electrolytic
intercalation

into

the

pseudocapacitive

material.

A

baseline

XANES

measurement was then performed without an applied electric field (0 V vs.
Ag/AgCI). By utilizing a chronoamperometric (CA) program powered by a CHI
660C Electroworkstation, external voltages were incrementally applied to the WE.
The CA function measured current generated in the presence of a constant
applied electric field (analogous to constant voltage charge/discharge capacitor
processes). The externally applied voltages were incrementally increased by
0.30 V to a maximum potential of 1.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCI), a natural limitation dictated
by the oxygen evolution potential (1.23 V vs. SHE) from water electrolysis.
XANES analyses were conducted at each externally applied voltage once
the generated current, i, fell below the absolute threshold \i\ < 10- 6 A, at which
point the ammeter sensitivity was exhausted and the capacitive charge/discharge
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process being imitated was presumed to have reached steady-state. All analyses
were recorded via the transmission mode.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 STRUCTURE OF BIRNESSITE K0 .i5 MnO2 NANOSHEETS
The brief, room temperature drop-cast injection of MnCI2 -4H20

into

aqueous KOH resulted in large structures of K+-intercalated 5-Mn0 2 nanosheets
with lateral dimensions of approximately several hundred nanometers, as imaged
via TEM (Figures 3.1, 3.2). The concurrently weak and uniform contrast
throughout the 5-Mn0 2 structures suggested a narrow distribution of nanoscale
thickness, and HRTEM imaging revealed a polycrystalline nature with an average
lattice spacing of

2 .8 6

doubling of the 1.41

± 0.09
A

A

(Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5), which was attributed to a

lattice spacing of the (110) plane of 5-Mn02. An

aberration-corrected STEM was used to perform HAADF imaging, which similarly
provided evidence for polycrystalline nanosheet structures (Figure 3.6) that were
ubiquitous and generally uniform (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.1. TEM imaging of a typical region of the resulting 5-Mn0 2 nanosheets
(8 ,0 0 0 x magnification).
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Figure 3.2. TEM imaging of a dense area of 5-Mn02 nanosheet structures
(8,000x magnification).

Figure 3.3. HRTEM imaging of a select region of the as-made 5-Mn0 2
nanosheets (600,000x magnification). The weak contrast suggested thinlylayered morphology with uniform crystalline surfaces.
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Figure 3.4. HRTEM imaging of a multi-layered region of the 5 -MnC>2 nanosheets
with overlapping 2D boundaries (120,000x magnification).

Figure 3.5. Zoomed-in HRTEM imaging of a multi-layered region (600,000x
magnification).
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Figure 3.6. Low-resolution STEM imaging of the birnessite MnC>2 material
(8,000x magnification).

Figure 3.7. Zoomed-in STEM imaging of a thinly-layered region of the as-made
5 -Mn 0 2 nanosheets. The distinct regions of uniform and separate crystallinity
suggested an overall polycrystalline nature of the surfaces ( 1 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0 x
magnification).

The elemental composition of the as-made birnessite nanosheets was
determined via EDS (Figure 3.8), from which 13% K and 87% Mn have been
identified, suggesting an empirical anhydrous formula of K0 .i5 MnO2 - The XRD
pattern of the K 0 .isMnO2 nanosheets (Figure 3.9) was identified as being of the
layered birnessite-type MnC>2 (JCPDS Number 80-1098, monoclinic, C2/m), further
r e s o lv in g

the

e m p ir ic a l

fo r m u la

to

be

K 0 .1 5 M n O 2 -.x H 2 O .

The

s m a ll

a n g le

(SA)

diffraction patterns were indexed as the (0 0 1) basal reflections of the layered
birnessite phase, of which the basal spacing from the (0 0 1 ) reflection was
calculated to be dooi = 0.73 nm from the XRD spectrum per Bragg’s Law:
2d ■sin(0) = A

3.1.1

Two subsequent basal spacings, doo2 and d004 , were calculated as 0.36
and 0.18 nm, respectively, which appropriately followed the structural correlation:
j
“ 001

—

0.73 nm
j

3.1.2

where I was 1, 2 or 4 based on the respective basal spacings. The interlayer
spacing of 0.73 nm was identical to that of hydrous birnessite from previous
reports [3.1, 3.2, 3.3], and the above correlation further suggested the presence
of a periodic layered structure in addition to the previously determined
polycrystalline nature.
In addition to the SA diffractions, wide angle (WA) diffraction of the (111)
and (311) peaks, corresponding to the in-plane diffraction of monoclinic M n0 2
crystal, were also observed. The absence of the (003) SA diffraction peak should
be addressed, as it was attributed to overlapping with the (111) WA diffraction
peak and appropriately noted in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum of the
hydrous Ko.-isMnOa nanosheets, indicating the relative content of elemental O, K
and Mn. Subtracting the oxygen content (combined material and environmental
sources) yielded a molar content of 13% K (intercalated) and 87% Mn (lattice
content).
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Figure 3.9. X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD; K = 0.3196 A) spectrum of the
hydrous K0 i 5 MnO2 nanosheets. Observed SA diffraction peaks included the (001),
(002) and (004) basal reflections, which were used to obtain the structural basal
spacing distance; WA diffraction peaks included the (111) and (311) facets. The
expected (003) basal reflection was concealed by the overlapping (111) WA
diffraction peak.
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The comprehensive data obtained via electron microscopy, EDS and XRD
suggested that the as-made Ko.isMnOa nanosheets consisted of flocculated
polycrystalline Mn0 2 layers with intercalated interlayer K+ cations and water
molecules. The resulting cumulative water content, as determined via TGA
analyses, was -

12

% of the material mass and calculated from the predominant

mass loss between 25 °C and 280 °C in a nitrogen environment (Figure 3.10).
The DTA curve contained two endotherms: the first occurring between 25 °C and
87 °C that was attributed to the evaporation of adsorbed water (4.6 wt%); and the
second occurring at temperatures greater than 87 °C, which was attributed to the
evaporation of structural (i.e. interlayer) water (7.8 wt%). As such, the final
empirical chemical formula of the as-made birnessite nanosheets may be
expressed as Ko.i5 Mn0 2 -0 .4 3 H20 . Furthermore, since the extent of oxidation of
Mn is theoretically determined by the amount of incorporated K+ to maintain
electroneutrality, the valence of Mn in K0 .i5 MnO2 -0 .4 3 H2 O was thus presumed to
be +3.85.
The proposed formation mechanism of the hydrous K0 .i5 MnO2 nanosheets
was three-step (Figure 3.11):
MnCl2

KOH

►Mn{OH)2

02

K + / H 20

>Mn02 ------------>K015Mn02 ■0.43 H20

3 13

The first step in this synthetic scheme involved the initial reaction of Mn2+ with
aqueous KOH to form a Mn(OH)2 precipitate, after which the immediate oxidation
of Mn2+ to Mn4+ proceeded in the presence O2 from the open-air environment.
During this second step, the oxidation of to Mn4+ enabled the formation of
octahedral [Mn(IV)06] building units, which subsequently self-assembled into the
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individual 2-dimensional M n0 2 structures [3.4]. The final synthetic step involved
the intercalation of K+ cations and H20 molecules and lamellar stacking to yield
the specified Ko.i5 Mn0 2 -0 .4 3 H20 nanosheets.
Fine control over the growth kinetics, which was achieved by controllably
infusing the Mn2+ precursor into the alkaline batch, was particularly imperative in
the synthesis of the birnessite nanosheets. This was evidenced by prolonging
both the infusion and subsequent reaction times, which resulted in the transition
from nanosheets to bulk laminated structures (Figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14).
Furthermore, separate synthetic trials were performed under argon protection,
which resulted in a white Mn(OH) 2 precipitate without further reaction, supporting
the requisite presence of atmospheric

0 2

complete the proposed scheme.
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Figure 3.10. TGA analysis of the hydrous 5 -Mn0 2 material. The endotherm
separation at 87 °C was attributed to discrete evaporative processes of surface
(i.e. environmental) water and structural (i.e. intercalated) water. The concurrent
mass loss in the presence of these endotherms resulted in an overall calculated
water content of 12.4%: 4.6% attributable to surface water and 7.8% attributable
to structural water. Subsequently, the nanosheet empirical formula was
determined to be Ko.i5 MnC>2 -0 .4 3 H2 0 .
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Figure 3.11. Schematic of the proposed three-step mechanism for the K+- and
H2 0-intercalated 5-Mn0 2 nanosheets. The first step was the formation of
[Mn(IV)06] octahedra, the universal building block of all M n0 2 morphological
structures. This was followed by the formation of large two-dimensional Mn0 2
sheets, which were subsequently stacked and stabilized via the presence of
interlayer K+ ions and H20 molecules.
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Figure 3.12. Dense regions of Mn0 2 products after a 2-minute injection of the
MnCh precursor under identical environmental conditions of a typical 5 -Mn0 2
synthesis.

Figure 3.13. Two-dimensional and bulk laminated structures resulting from a 10minute injection of the MnCI2 precursor under identical environmental conditions
of a typical 5 -MnC>2 synthesis.
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Figure 3.14. Bulk laminated structures of M n0 2 resulting from a 60-minute
injection of the MnCI2 precursor under identical environmental conditions of a
typical 6-Mn0 2 synthesis. These morphologies show a strong dependence of
nanosheet formation on precursor concentration and reagent stoichiometry.
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3.2 HALF-CELL ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSES
CV analyses were conducted in a three-electrode half-cell containing 0.1
M Na2 SC>4 electrolytic solution at various voltage scanning rates from 1 mV/s to
200 mV/s. A typical cyclic voltammogram of the Ko.isMn02/PEDOT composite
material, performed between 0 V and 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCI), showed a response
indicative of both reversible pseudocapacitive and non-Faradaic EDL capacitive
behavior (Figure 3.15). The average mass-specific capacitance, CMs. was
calculated to maximize at 249 F/g based on the mass of the total active material
(Ko.i5 Mn0 2/PEDOT) or 283 F/g based on the mass of K0 .i5 MnO2 only (i.e.
subtracting the baseline pseudocapacitive effect of PEDOT) at a voltage
scanning rate of 1 mV/s. CV analyses were correspondingly performed on
PEDOT/carbon black (PC) and PEDOT-only (P) electrodes, from which a
significant reduction in absolute material capacitance was observed versus the
performance of the Ko.isMn02/PEDOT material (Figure 3.16). These data
indicated that the pseudocapacitive behavior of K 0 .i5 MnO2 (versus namely that of
PEDOT) was principally responsible for the overall half-cell capacitance of the
Ko.isMn02/PEDOT composite material.
Further half-cell analyses included CP measurements similarly conducted
between 0 V and 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCI) and at various current densities (Figure
3.17). The resulting average Cms was maximized at a current density of 0.2 A/g
with a calculated value of 175 F/g based on the total active material
(K0 .i5 MnO2 /PEDOT). A summary of the calculated specific capacitances, as well
as evidence for the anticipated inhibitory effects of increased voltage scanning
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rates and current densities for the CV and CP analyses, respectively, may be
seen in Figure 3.18.
Due to the ease of analyses performable in the half-cell (cyclic
voltammetry in particular), single-electrode specific capacitance values are
widespread and readily available for comparison in the literature. A thorough
survey generated a broad range of values with which our reported birnessite
MnC>2 composite material was highly competitive and often superior, including
materials such as (see Figure 3.19): Fe3 C>4/active carbon (38 F/g) [3.5]; AuM n02/carbon nanotubes (CNT) (70 F/g) [3.6]; highly crystalline 8-Mn0 2 powder
(130 F/g) [3.7]; Li+-, Na+- and K+-intercalated 5-MnO2(160 F/g) [3.8]; a mixture of
amorphous and crystalline 5-Mn0 2 nanoparticles (168 F/g) [3.9J; 5-Mn0 2
nanoplates (210 F/g) [3.10]; Ni(ll)-intercalated 5-Mn0 2 (225 F/g) [3.11]; poorly
crystalline 5-Mn0 2 nanostructures (-250 F/g) [3.12]; and a graphene/Mn02-textile
composite (-300 F/g) [3.13].
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Figure 3.15. Typical cyclic voltammograms of a composite material consisting of
hydrous 5 -MnC>2 and PEDOT between 0 V and 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCI) at voltage
scanning rates of 2, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 mV/s.
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Figure 3.16. Absolute capacitance (pF) of composite materials measured via
cyclic voltammetry. The significantly enhanced capacitance of the MP material
versus PC and P-only materials shows that the pseudocapacitive effect of 5Mn0 2 contributes predominantly to the overall system capacitance. MP: 5M n02/PEDOT composite; PC: PEDOT/active carbon composite; P: PEDOT only.
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Figure 3.17. A single charge/discharge cycle resulting from chronopotentiometric
analyses of a hydrous 6 -MnC>2 and PEDOT composite material between 0 V and
0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCI) at current densities of 0.2, 0.4,1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 A/g.
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Figure 3.18. Calculated specific capacitances (F/g) of a hydrous 5 -Mn0 2 and
PEDOT composite material from both the cyclic voltammetric (black) and
chronopotentiometric (blue) electrochemical analyses performed in the threeelectrode half-cell, which are illustrated as a function of voltage scanning rate
and current density, respectively.
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Figure 3.19. Comparison of three-electrode half-cell capacitive performance of
the K0 .15 MnO2 nanosheets to other pseudocapacitive materials in the literature.

Electrochemical kinetics analyses of the data obtained from multi-voltage
scanning rate CVs were performed to determine the regions of principal
pseudocapacitance and/or EDL capacitance (see §A.1.3 for a brief explanation
and derivation). The calculated lv a lu e s indicated distinct pseudocapacitive and
EDL capacitive regions within the designated operating potential range for both
cathodic and anodic processes (Figure 3.20). For the cathodic scans: EDL
capacitance was the principal means of capacitance within the potential range of
0.8 V to 0.4 V, as evidence by b-values within the range of 0.8 to 1.0; whereas
pseudocapacitance dominated between 0.4 V to 0 V, where the b-values
decreased dramatically and reached a minimum (0.65) between 0.1 V and 0 V.
These lv a lu e calculations indicated that the cathodic currents at lower potentials
arose primarily via the intercalation of electrolytic Na+ into the hydrous Ko.isMn0 2
lattice, although a non-Faradaic capacitance was present throughout (i.e. b > 0.5
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for all potentials). Such results are in good agreement with previous work on Li+intercalated Ti0 2 systems for pseudocapacitor reactions [3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18],
but have not been reported in K+- or Na+-intercalated

5

-Mn0 2 systems. For the

anodic scans, the b-values results were correspondingly opposite: at lower
potentials (between 0 V and 0.5 V), the ^-values were in the range of 0.8 to 1.0;
whereas at higher potentials the lv a lu e s decreased, reaching a minimum of
0.65 at 0.75 V. These data suggested that the currents arising at high potentials
were predominantly attributable to Faradaic processes that involved the de
intercalation of Na+ from within the hydrous Ko.isMn0 2 lattice, whereas EDL
capacitance was present throughout and dominant at lower voltages.

— o — anodic scan
— o— cathodic scan
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Figure 3.20. Calculated b-values from data obtained via CV analyses for the
Ko.i5 Mn0 2 /PEDOT composite material. The decreasing b-value (b < 0.8) during
the anodic (oxidative) scanning process around 0.6 V or greater (vs. Ag/AgCI)
and during the cathodic (reductive) scanning process around 0.3 V or less (vs.
Ag/AgCI) was indicative of strong redox (i.e. pseudocapacitive) surface
processes.
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3.3 FULL-CELL ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSES AND EFFICIENCY
In order to determine the long-term cycling capability, charge storage
capacity, propensity for self-discharge, and material efficiency of Ko.-isMnCV
based PCs, full-cell capacitors were constructed and subjected to 1,000
galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles and 24-hour self-discharge analyses. Due
to the inter-valent nature of the Ko.isMnOa material, two types of asymmetric cells
(anode/cathode, MP/P; anode/cathode, P/MP) and one type of symmetric cells
(anode/cathode, P/P) were fabricated.
The initial cycles of a typical cathodically-loaded K0 .i5 MnO2 cell during
galvanostatic charge/discharge analyses may be seen in Figure 3.21. The linear
nature and symmetry of the curves demonstrated the highly reversible and
desirable capacitive behavior for PC applications. Due to the galvanostatic
restriction on these charge/discharge analyses, the overall system capacitance
was calculated analogously to half-cell chronopotentiometric experimentation as:
1

3.3.1

where I is the predetermined charging/discharging current (in amps), AK is the
operating voltage window (1.2 V for all analyses reported here), and At is the
necessary time for complete cell charging/discharging (in seconds). For the
asymmetric cells, the total cell capacitances were gravimetrically normalized as:
Cms = 2 x

£--------m Active M a t e r ia l
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where mActive Materia£ is the mass of the cathodic/anodic redox-active material;
and for the symmetric cells, the total cell capacitances were gravimetrically
normalized as:
_ _ .
C
Cms —4 x --------

3.3.3

m T o ta l

where mTotal is the total mass of the material loaded onto both electrodes.
The resulting CMs values for both the asymmetric cells and the PEDOTbased symmetric cells are shown in Figure 3.22 for the discharge process as a
function of the cycle number. The competitive capacitive stability of the cathodic
K0.i5 MnC>2 asymmetric and PEDOT-based symmetric cells were 87.8% (77.2 to
67.8 F/g) and 86.0% (14.6 to 12.5 F/g), respectively, over the 1,000 cycles.
However, the anodically-loaded Ko.-isMnC^ asymmetric cell suffered extreme
capacitive instability during these analyses, losing 61.8% of its initial massspecific capacitance (53.6 to 20.4 F/g). This rapid loss of performance may be
attributed to a decay of the anodic material, where the Mn(lll/IV) atoms were
deleteriously over-reduced during the charging processes to Mn(ll) and thus
became susceptible to electrolytic dissolution, a phenomenon previously reported
by Cottineau et al (2006) [3.19]. The initial and final mass-specific capacitances
of the cathodically-loaded K0.i5 MnO2 full-cells corresponded to energy densities
of 15.4 and 13.6 Wh/kg, respectively, according to the capacitive energy
equation:
F

—-2C M SV2
'

£ MS —
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3.3.4

Both of these capacitive and energy density values are highly competitive
with previously reported MnCVbased capacitor cells, as summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.21. First five initial galvanostatic charge and discharge curves for the
cathodically-loaded Ko.isMnCVPEDOT full-cell. The highly linear and symmetric
curves were characteristic of pseudocapacitive processes and indicated
desriable reversible behavior.
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Figure 3.22. Calculated specific capacitance for both the cathodically- and
anodically-loaded asymmetric and the PEDOT-only symmetric full-cells. Both the
cathodically-loaded asymmetric and symmetric full-cells exhibited superb long
term stabilities of 87.8% and 86.0% capacitive retention, respectively; whereas
the anodically-loaded asymmetric full-cell showed rapid capacitive decay,
attributed to the over-reduction and eventual electrolytic dissolution of Ko.i5 MnC>2
to a Mn(ll) state.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of full-cell capacitive and energy performances with literature values.
Cathode

Anode

Current
Collector

Electrolyte

Cell
Voltage
(V)

Specific
Capacitance
(F/g)

Energy
Density
(Wh/kg)

References

Ko.i5MnC>2 /
PEDOT

PEDOT

Ni Foam

Na2 S04

1.2

77.2

15.4

This Study [14]

PEDOT

Ko.i5Mn02 /
PEDOT

Ni Foam

Na2 S0 4

1.2

53.6

10.7

This Study [14]

Mn02

Active
Carbon

Ni Foam

LiOH

1.5

62.4

19.5

[23]

LiMn02

Active
Carbon

Ni Grid

Li2 S0 4

1.8

56

10.0

[22]

MnC>2

Active
Carbon

Titanium

KCI

2.0

52

28.8

[21]

Mn02

Mn02

Stainless
Steel

K2 SO4

1.0

36

3.3

[19]

' Mn02

Active
Carbon

Stainless
Steel

K2 SO4

2.2

31

17.3

[19]

Mn02

Fe304

Stainless
Steel

K2 SO4

1.8

21.5

8.1

[19]

Mn02

Active
Carbon

Stainless
Steel

K2 SO4

2.0

21

11.7

[20]

Both the calculated Coulombic (i.e.

charge transfer) and energy

efficiencies during the galvanostatic charging/discharging analyses of the
cathodic K0i 5 MnO2 cell are shown in Figure 3.23. Because the processes were
conducted with a constant current, the Coulombic efficiency calculations were
reduced to the necessary charge/discharge time as follows:
3.3.4

Q p isch a rg e

Coulombic Efficiency =

I D ischarge * ^D ischarge

3.3.5

1Charge ' t Charge
£D ischarge

3.3.6

tC harge

The energy efficiency (energy inputted during charging versus energy
delivered during discharging) was calculated from the ratio of area under that
discharge curve to the area under the preceding charge curve as follows:

Energy Efficiency =

f

D ischarge ^

y (t) ^

3.3.7

ff char9el - V ( t ) d t

J

D ischarge y { € ) ^

3.3.8
/ cnar* eV (t) dt

The Coulombic efficiencies over the 1,000 cycles varied between 90% and
105%, suggesting a superb conservation of charge transfer for the cathodicallyloaded Ko.i5Mn02 asymmetric psedudocapacitor. The energy efficiencies,
however, stabilized at approximately 90% after 50 cycles but never improved
thereafter during the cycling analyses. Although competitive, the undesirable loss
of energy between charging/discharging processes was primarily attributed to
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internal cell resistance, as evidenced by the systematic IR drops during the first
few seconds of galvanostatic discharging processes (Figure 3.21).
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Figure 3.23. The empirical Coulombic and energy efficiencies of the cathodicallyloaded K0.i5 MnO2 asymmetric full-cell as over 1,000 galvanostatic
charge/discharge cycles.

Self-discharge analyses were performed by galvanostatically charging the
cathodic K0.i5 MnO2 full-cell to 1.2 V and holding the cell idle for a 24-hour period,
during which the an external voltmeter measured the cell potential. A typical self
discharge curve (Figure 3.24) showed that after 6 hours, the cell voltage dropped
to 0.7335 V and decayed at an instantaneous rate of 6.77 pV/s; and furthermore
that after the full 24-hour analysis period, the recorded cell voltage was 0.5254 V
and decayed at a rate of 0.867 pV/s.
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Figure 3.24. Resulting voltage retention of a 24-hour self-discharge analysis of
the cathodically-loaded Ko.isMn0 2 full-cell.

3.4 IN S ITU XANES ANALYSES
All the resulting spectra for the XANES analyses included pre-edge
features (P1) and white lines (WL) features (P2) (Figure 3.25), the former of
which was attributed to the electronic excitation from the 1s Mn orbital to the an
unoccupied 3d electronic state, indicating the stabilization of Mn in the octahedral
complex [3.24, 3.25, 3.26]. The main absorption peak (P2) represented the
allowable dipole transition from the 1s Mn orbital to an unoccupied 4p orbital,
permissible due to changes in the Mn valence shell. The baseline XANES
analysis (conducted without an applied potential) showed an analogous pattern
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to that of a M n02 standard powder, consistent with the previous conclusion that
the Mn valence in the hydrous K0.i5 MnO2 nanosheets was +3.85.
Comprehensive in situ Mn K-edge XANES spectra were obtained at
applied potentials of 0 V to 1.2 V in increments of 0.30 V (vs. Ag/AgCI). The
overall in situ spectra of the Ko.i5Mn02 0.43H20

material did not exhibit

significant differences compared to the baseline Mn02 standard powder,
revealing a similarity in the structural characteristics of Mn under various applied
potentials between 0 V and 1.2 V. However, an apparent shift of the absorption
edge to higher requisite energies for 4p excitation was observed at increasing
applied potentials (Figure 3.26): between 0 V and 0.3 V, the Mn K-edge spectra
maintained steady WL peak positions (approximately 6561 eV), whereas the WL
peak definitively shifted to approximately 6562.4 eV when the externally applied
potential increased from 0.3 V to 0.6 V (Figure 3.27). Moreover, this WL peak
position shift was maintained even as the applied potentials were increased to a
maximal potential of 1.2 V. Since this shifting in the WL peak position to higher
energies was related to an increase in the 1s orbital binding energy from higher
Mn valence states, the proposed cathodic process at the working electrode
surface was the Faradaic Na+ de-intercalation reaction [3.27, 3.28, 3.29]:
KQASNasMn02 • 0.43H20

K015MnO2 • 0.43H20 + 5Na+ + Se~ 3.4.1
V oltage

This potential-dependent valance evolution and increased oxidation state
observed from in situ XANES indicated that the above Faradaic process and
concomitant Na+ de-intercalation (Eq. 3.4.1) occurred at an applied potential of
approximately 0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCI). This result was further consistent with
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previous ex situ CV measurements and electrochemical kinetics analyses, which
revealed empirical b-values in the vicinity of 0.5 (i.e. approaching Faradaicdominated processes) at potentials greater than 0.6 V during the anodic scans.
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Figure 3.25. Full spectral XANES scans of the birnessite M n02 material with
various applied voltages and a powder M n02 reference material. The spectra
included typical pre-edge (P1) and WL features (P2).
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Figure 3.26. Zoomed-in image of the main absorption peaks of the birnessite
Mn02 material at various applied potentials and a powder MnC>2 reference
material. The peak absorption energies at 0 V and 1.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCI) are noted
as 6561.1 eV and 6562.4 eV, respectively.
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Figure 3.27. Main absorption peak energies of the K0.isMnO2 composite material
versus the externally applied potentials. A significant shift in the requisite
absorption energy for a 1s to 4p transition was attributable to an increase in
electron binding energy and indicative of an increased oxidation state that would
be expected during typical charging processes.
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4. SUMMARY
We

report

the

facile

synthesis

of

Ko.i5Mn02 0.43H20

birnessite

nanosheets at room temperature by controllably reacting Mn2+ with dilute KOH.
This strong candidate for pseudocapacitor implementation exhibited a maximum
gravimetric capacitance of 283 F/g, which was obtained in 0.1 M Na2 S 0 4
electrolyte via cyclic voltammetry. Full-cell galvanostatic charge/discharge
analyses of a cathodically-loaded K0isMnO2 pseudocapacitor showed a highly
competitive initial gravimetric capacitance of 77.2 F/g, which decayed marginally
to 67.8 F/g after 1,000 cycles (87.8% capacitive retention). Coulombic and
energy efficiencies were obtained from galvanostatic measurements and
stabilized at approximately ~100% and -90%, respectively; and self-discharge
analyses showed decent charge retention during 24-hour trials.
In situ XANES further confirmed that the pseudocapacitive behavior of
these nanosheets was associated with variations in the oxidation states of Mn
with respect to an externally applied potential. The major changes of the Mn
electronic state occurred at potentials between 0.3 and 0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCI),
which was predicted by electrochemical kinetics analyses via data obtained from
multi-voltage scanning rate cyclic voltammetry. These results offer both strong
insight and an efficient approach to the electrodic design, operation, and voltagedependency of a M n02-based pseudocapacitor system.
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APPENDIX

A. MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
A.1 THREE ELECTRODE HALF-CELL TECHNIQUES
A.1.1 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY
The experimental capacitance of a working electrode material may be
facilely determined from cyclic voltammetric (CV) analyses, which employ a
constant voltage sweep, v , (Eq. A.1.1.3) within a predetermined operating
voltage window to elicit a variable current, /'. As previously shown for scenarios
involving double-layer capacitance and/or pseudocapacitance, capacitance, C, is
typically a function of voltage such that a differential capacitance may be defined
[Ref B.1.1.1]:
A.1.1.1
Given the definition of current (Eq. A.1.2.2) we may rearrange capacitance
such that it becomes a function solely dependent on the measured current during
constant voltage scan rate CV analyses:
i = dQ

A.1.1.2

A.1.1.3

v - dV
dQ dQ dt
C ~ d V ~~dtdV
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dt

i

A.1.1.4

The resulting C ~ f(i) value from Eq. (A.1.2.4) is more specifically the
instantaneous capacitance measured at a given potential. It is well-established
and intuitively understood that the average capacitance (i.e. that which is
measured and normalized over the entire potential window) is a more accurate
representation of the true capacitive performance of materials in three-electrode
systems. Reporting such an average capacitance value is obligatory because: (i)
doing

so

precludes

misrepresenting

the

possibility

experimental

of

intentionally

pseudocapacitance

by

overestimating
selecting

or

particular

potentials where the generated currents are greater (i.e. choosing a potential
region where redox activity is prevalent); and (ii) the average capacitance better
represents the capacitive performance over an realistic or intended operating
voltage, not merely in an isolated potential region. The average capacitance may
be easily derived from Eq. (A.1.1.4) as:
A.1.1.5

A.1.1.6

Calculating the mass-specific ( C m s ) or area-specific ( C a s ) capacitance was
further based off the capacitance from Eq. (A.1.1.6) by normalizing the value with
respect to the mass-loadings, m (Eq. (A.1.1.7)), or working electrode surface
area, A (Eq. (A. 1.1.8)), respectively.
A.1.1.7
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A.1.1.8

A. 1.2 CHRONOPOTENTIOMETRY
Another facile and ubiquitous method for experimentally determining the
half-cell capacitance of pseudocapacitive materials is via chronopotentiometry
(CP). From Eq. (A.1.1.4), one may note that galvanostatic (i.e. constant current)
charging/discharging processes would ultimately yield C ~ / ( ^ ) that may be
mathematically derived (cf. Eqs. (A.1.1.5-6)):
A.1.2.1

A.1.2.2

C=

Thus, half-cell capacitance may be calculated from the time necessary to
fully charge (or discharge) the pseudocapacitive material to (or from) a maximum
operating voltage at a constant current. The mass-specific (Cms) or area-specific
( C a s ) capacitances

may similarly be expressed as:
A. 1.2.3

A.1.2.4
C m = A (W /M )
A.1.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL KINETICS ANALYSES
During typical pseudocapacitor charge/discharge processes, the total
electrodic charge storage is dependent on two principal mechanisms: (i) Faradaic
processes that originate from the donation/reception of valance electrons in the
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metal oxide complex and are promoted by the intercalaction/de-intercalation of
electrolytic ions; and (ii) the non-Faradaic processes that are derived from the
electrical double layer (EDL) that forms that the electrode surface via electrolytic
ion adsorption/desorption. To separate the two concurrent mechanisms that arise
during typical charge/discharge processes, a simple regression analysis of the
data obtained via cyclic voltammetry may be facilely performed, and a derivation
of which is herein presented.
Pseudocapacitance (i.e. electrodic redox processes) is a phenomenon
limited by the diffusion of electrolytic ions into the electrode lattice, and as such
can be strictly considered a diffusion-limited charge transfer reaction. It has been
shown that the rate of charge transfer of such Faradaic processes (i.e. current
generated, /» is proportional to the square root of the scan rate (v ) as follows
[A.1]:
DarjFv
iF = 0.495F4c
RT
N

A.1.3.1

where D is the ionic diffusion coefficient inside the electrodic materials, c is the
ion concentration in the double layer, a is the charge transfer coefficient, q is the
stoichiometric coefficient of electrons involved in the Faradaic reaction, A is the
surface area of the electrodic material, F is Faraday’s constant, R is the ideal gas
constant, and 7" is temperature.
Conversely, non-Faradaic (i.e. EDL) capacitive current (iNF) is linearly
dependent on the scan rate as follows:
iffF —ACdv
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A .1.3.2

where A is a constant and Cd is the double layer capacitance.
The cumulative current response (/), at any given potential during CV
analyses is attributable to both these capacitive sources and therefore the
following additive equation can be applied:
i = axv + a2ypv

A. 1.3.3

where, during CV analyses, ax and a2 are constants equivalent to:
a1 = ACd
DarjF
a2 = 0A95FAc
RT

A. 1.3.4
A.1.3.5

By inspection of Eq. (A.1.3.3), when higher voltage scans rates are
applied during CV analyses, the resulting overall current, /', is linearly dependent
on v (i.e. the current is dominated by EDL capacitive processes, as anticipated).
Similarly, at markedly lower scan rates, / is principally a function of Vu (i.e. the
current is dominated by diffusion-limited pseudocapacitive processes). In this
context, the overall current, /, can be described by a simple power law [A.2, A.3,
A.4]:
i = avb

A. 1.3.6

where a is an adjustable parameter and b is equal to either 0.5 or 1 when the
currents are dominated by pseudocapacitance or EDL capacitance, respectively.
At any given potential within the voltage range used during CV analyses, a
power law regression may be fitted to a plot of current versus voltage scanning
rate, thereby yielding empirical b-values as a function of voltage. Plotting the
calculated b-values versus the respective voltages provides the desired graphical
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evidence for pseudocapacitive- or EDL capacitive-dominated processes as they
occur at specified potentials during typical charging/discharging processes.
A.2 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION FOR CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY
The data obtained from the CHI 660C Electroworkstation Analyzer
software via CV analyses contained a minimal voltage step in 0.001 V
increments, thus requiring the implementation of suitable integration techniques.
Due to the symmetric nature of cyclic voltammograms, the midpoint rule for
numerical integration was understandably adequate. Between a voltage range of
V0 to Vf, the integrand from Eq. (A.1.1.6) may be suitably approximated as:
A.2.1

and
N -l

A.2.2

where N is the total quantity instantaneous current values generated; ij and ij+1
are neighboring current values in the set N measured at some times tj and tj+1,
respectively; and v is the voltage scan rate, such that the pre-summation term in
Eq. (A.2.1) yields the integrative time step.
Eq. (A.2.2) is suitable for cathodic scans (i.e. lower to higher applied
voltages), and as such, for anodic scans (i.e. higher to lower applied voltages,
where VQ> Vt) the summation is performed reversely as:
A.2.3
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such that,
1
c _

i

ftf

r f/

1d t =

A.2.4
‘ dt

and thus,

o.ooi

y

vCVo-Vt)^

10 + 0-i

J —£•

A'2'5

2

It should be noted that during anodic scans in CV analyses, the current is
being withdrawn from the external circuit (or flowing to the half-cell) and thus
i < 0 is expected, appropriately resulting in C > 0 from Eq. (A.2.5).
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B. CHEMICAL / MATERIAL SOURCES AND PURITIES

Precursor /
Chemical
Manganese (II)
dichloride
tetrahydrate
Nickel (II)
nitrate
hexahydrate
Deionized
water
Potassium
hydroxide
Sodium sulfate
Ethylene glycol
Poly(3,4ethylenedioxyth
iophene)
Polytetrafluoroe
thylene
Carbon black

Formula

Source

Purity/Preparation

Abbreviation

MnCI2-4H20

Alfa Aesar

99% (Metals
basis)

N/A

Ni(N03)2-6H20

Acros
Qrganics

99%

N/A

H20

N/A

18.2 MQ cm

Dl H20

KOH

Alfa Aesar

N/A

Na2 S04
C2He02

Alfa Aesar
PharmacoAaper
SigmaAldrich

99.99% (Metals
basis)
99.9955%
99% min
2.2-2.6% (in H20 )

PEDOT

N/A

N/A
EG

(C2F2)n

Alfa-Aesar

6 -10 pm

PTFE

N/A

Fuel Cell
Store
PharmacoAaper

Vulcan XC-72R;
254 m2 g'1
95% (190 Proof)

C
EtOH

PharmacoAaper

99%

N/A

Ethanol

c 2h 6o

Acetone

c 3h 6o
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